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Managing cash at the POS can be a time consuming and costly process for any retail environment. The SMARTtill 

Cash Management Solution is a revolution in cash management, providing in lane accountability and enabling 

retailers to eradicate cash losses, reducing the cost of laborious cash handling and improving the customer 

experience.

The SMARTtill® Solution has built-in intelligence that integrates with POS software and communicates with a cash 

management cloud-based software application called CurrentSee® Software. CurrentSee® Software enables key 

insights into cash transaction movements.

SMARTtill® CurrentSee® Software

CurrentSee® Enterprise 

Available to use with 
windows, iOS and 

Android based POS

Free standing solution 
for quick integration

Real-time cash
reconciliation at

the POS
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CurrentSee® Enterprise
The SMARTtill® Solution has built-in intelligence that 

integrates with POS software and communicates with

a cash management software application called 

CurrentSee® Enterprise. 

Within seconds after a SMARTtill® Solution is closed 

following a transaction, it calculates the new total cash value 

against the previous amount in the drawer and reconciles it 

with the transaction amount recorded by the POS software.

CurrentSee® Software records transaction details such as 

transaction number and date and time, so any discrepancy 

is quickly identified. When a discrepancy occurs, the 
software flags the error and issues an alert to the back 
office. 

With cloud-based reporting and data analytics, CurrentSee® 

Software tracks and monitors your cash handling activities 

and cash performance in conjunction with the SMARTtill® 

Solution in real-time, allowing you to be proactive in cash 

handling operations, streamline processes, analyze cash 

losses proficiently and obtain greater detail and insight. 
 

Specific dashboards for exception and generic data 
management provide tailored scorecards, performance 

charts, and reports for the SMARTtill® Solution processes 

and transactions by lane, cashier and store, region or by 

any custom defined dimension allowing you to gain a clear 
view of your business and pinpoint areas for improvement. 

CurrentSee® Software is accessible on either a PC or mobile 

device, from any location via a secure internet connection, 

making it a tool that can be used at the end user’s 

convenience and not just within the store during store 

hours.  

How CurrentSee®  
Enterprise Works

*For information about SMARTtill® Solution product 
specifications, please visit www.apgcashmanagement.com.


